
Hi guys,  

The problem is one of our CBD stores (link to it via the Tiny URL on forum post)  in Brisbane (city in Australia) is not 

ranking for the keyword term “Brisbane cbd specsavers”  on the first page (currently ranked 5th if you click on see results 

for Brisbane CBD Specsavers) when searching for “Brisbane cbd specsavers” on Google Australia:  

The funny thing is, the store is actually in the CBD (Central Business District). While the other stores Google has listed 

(ranked in the top 3) are way outside the CBD area!  

For example - Store A, B, C are nowhere near the CBD! : 

 

The store is only listed if you click on see results for Brisbane CBD Specsavers (ranked 5th) see image below: 

 



The other funny thing this store has over 6 reviews. While the stores who are ranking hardly have none.  

 

I have also built over 20 citations to the store. And none to the other stores! This store should be easily outranking 

them. 

The possible problems on why I think this might be the case are the following: 

The correct address of the store is: 

 

Which over 20 citations contain.  

I realize the current address on the actual GP listing is: 

 



Which is missing Cnr Creek Street and Edison Lane.  

I have added this to GP (see below) but the address hasn’t updated in months. I have contacted Google about this and 

they responded back saying GP is going through some update and it may take a while for the updated address to go 

through.  

By the way we are using Google Bulk Upload to manage all our listings.  

This is the store information under edit location in GP: 

 

The other thing the description on the listing is not there. Even though I have added it above. 



 

What do you guys think is the problem? 

Is there anything else I can do while I wait for Google to make those changes? 

Any recommendations would be high appreciated.  


